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At the beginning of December 2016, a MyHeritage employee received an email from the Leo
Baeck Institute about restitution of Nazi looted books in the City Library of Nuremberg from
Jewish families belonging to Emil Bacharach.
Research the family made us discover a very emotional story and to reunite three descendants
of holocaust survivors - without knowing each other’s feat!
Emil was married to Dora Höflein (daughter of the Bamberg lawyer Moses and Thekla Roßkam).
His father was Isaak Bacharach, born in Seligenstadt; a brilliant mathematician and university
professor in Nuremberg, Conductor of the Technical University of Nuremberg (Georg Simon
Ohm College). In 1896, Isaak was appointed as the new chair of mathematics and physics at the
Royal Industrial School in Nuremberg. In 1910, he was promoted to the position of Conductor
of the Royal Bavarian Technical College. The Kingdom of Bavaria has distinguished him by the
award of the Order of Merit from St. Michael IV Class with the Crown (1917), the King Ludwig
Cross and the Luitpold Cross (1917).
In November 1931, Pauline Bacharach (Emil’s
mother) died. Hans Rolf, Emil’s son, committed
suicide in 1938. Emil and Dora were deported to
Riga-Jungfernhof on 29 November 1941 and die a
few days’ latter; and Isaak's Daughter Maria died in
January 1942. In a short time, the old man had lost
all his family. On 10 September 1942 at the age of
87, Isaak was deported by transport II / 25 from
Nuremberg to Terezín -Theresienstadt- where he
dies a few days after.
One interesting thing that has emerged from this
research is that the daughter of Emil and Dora
survived the Holocaust. In 1939 Hildegard Eleonora
Bacharach was able to immigrate to Palestine
(Israel) where she changes her name to Yehudit
and took part of the local British army. She married
Walter Front and had 2 kids: Yael and Amnon that live happy with their descendants in Israel.

Another joyful episode is that Dora's Brother Justin Höflein escaped
from Bamberg to Portugal with his wife Margaret and his son Hans.
Latter Dora's and Justin's parents, Moses Max and Thekla, also
escape over Portugal and all the family went to Manila, Philippines.
Hans manage to emigrate to the United States where he graduated
from MIT, married and had kids of his own, living happily in the US.
The books were restituted to the family descendants (Yael and
Amnon) and a family reunion with the unknown holocaust survivor,
cousin Hans is planned for the near future.
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